Endoscopic ultrasound, positron emission tomography, and computerized tomography for lung cancer.
Staging of patients with lung cancer to determine operability is intended to efficiently limit futile thoracotomies without denying possibly curative surgery. Currently available staging tests are imperfect alone and in combination. Imaged suspected metastases often require tissue confirmation before surgery can be denied. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) may help identify inoperable patients by providing tissue proof of inoperability in a single staging test, with similar sensitivity for identifying inoperable patients as other staging tests. Therefore, we compared computed tomography, positron emission tomography (PET), and EUS with fine-needle aspiration under conscious sedation, each test interpreted blinded with respect to the other tests, for identifying inoperable patients in a consecutive cohort of 79 potentially operable patients with suspected or proven lung cancer. An economic analysis was also performed. Thirty-nine patients were found inoperable (a 40th patient's inoperability was missed by all preoperative staging tests). The sensitivity of computerized tomography was 43%. PET and EUS each had similar sensitivities (68 and 63%, respectively) and similar negative predictive values (64 and 68%, respectively), but EUS's superior specificity (100 vs. 72% for PET) and considerably lower expense means it may be preferred to PET early in staging to identify inoperable patients.